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Very short answer type questions 

 

Q1. Define principles of Management 

 

Q2. The principles of management are different from those of pure sciences. State one difference. 

 

Q3. Give one difference between management principles and values. 

 

Q4. Do you agree that management principles are rigid? Why? 

 

Q5. What do you mean by universality of management principles? 

 

Q6. Principles are formed by hit and trial method. Do you agree? Explain. 

 

Q7. Give one reason why principles of management do not provide readymade solution to all managerial  

Decisions. 

 

Q8. How management principles ensure optimum utilization of resources? 

 

Q9. State one difference between management principles and techniques. 

 

Q10. Give one reason why principles of management are called contingent. 

 

Q11. Rohan a manager expects his colleagues to get work out of subordinates without giving them any power. 

Which principle of management is overlooked and why? 

 

Q12. Which principle of scientific management suggests the introduction of scientific investigation and  

analysis of management practice? 



Q13. What involves a change in the attitude of workers and management towards one another from 

Competition to cooperation. 

 

Q14. State any two causes of fatigue. 

 

Q15. Which technique of Taylor separates planning and execution functions? 

 

Q16. Why did Taylor develop the technique of differential piece wage system 

 

Q17. Twinkle , a manager expects her subordinates to adapt to the new environments  and working  

 conditions without giving them time to settle down. Which principle of manager is overlooked and why? 

 

Q18. Alisha  a manager expects his subordinates to work for his happiness and pleasure of being in the  

Organization. Which principle of management is being overlooked and why?  

 

Q19. Daisy a manager expects her colleagues to get work out of subordinates and yet has a differential  

treatment for each person. Which principle is overlooked and Why? 

 

Q20. Rahul is a salesman. He did an aggressive research on a new cost saving advertisement technique and  

suggests the same to his sales manager. However the sales manager did not pay any attention to his  

suggestion. Moreover he told him not to come with any suggestions in future. Which principle  

Management is overlooked is violated by the manager? 
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